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The Response of Small Photovoltaic Detectors to Uniform
Radiation

Abstract-The short-circuit photocurrentof a small photodiode greatly affected by lateral diffusion of minority carriers
under uniform illuminationis discussed for the caseof diffusion from the illuminated periphery of the diode towardsthe
length larger than the
absorption depth. Lateral response,
resulting
junction. This effect is pronounced when the lateral difrom carrier diffusion in the
substrate near thephotodiode, is taken
diffusion
into account. Numerical results
of a two-dimensional analysis are mensions of the device and the minority carrier
length
are
of
the
same
orders
of
magnitude.
This
diffusion
presented and compared to one-dimensional approximations.
Effects of various parameters,such as surface
recombination velocity current-hereafter referred
to as "lateral current"-is
and excess carrier lifetimeon the lateral response are discussed. collected by the junction in addition to photogenerated

current from the underlying N region. The lateral current
increases the effective photosensitive areaof the device,
I. INTRODUCTION
thus affecting spatial resolutionwhich plays an important
HE PHOTOSENSITIVITY of a small photodiode
role in imaging systems.
under uniform illumination
involves the solution of a
The life of a photogenerated hole within the diode petwo-dimensional diffusion equation for minority carriers,
riphery may terminate by collection in the junction, by
which is often encountered in modeling and analysis of
recombination in the bulk, or by surface-recombination.
semiconductor devices [1]-[5]. Similar problems have been
Sincenormally the radiation is absorbed close to the
considered inthe analysis of photosensitive devices, when
semiconductorsurface,it is expected that surface-reonly a part of the device area is illuminated, or when a
combination velocity should have a stronginfluence on the
small device occupies a fraction of a larger illuminated area
lateral current.
[31-[91.
Analytical solutions to the diffusion equation in two
11. DEVICESTRUCTURE AND PROBLEM
dimensions are not easily obtained and insome cases may
FORMULATION
not be convenient for physical interpretation. In many
casesasimplifiedone-dimensionalmodel
is assumed,
Fig. 1 shows the stripe-geometry mesa-structure to be
which gives a better insight into the
problem and may be considered. As a matter of convenience, the lower edge of
used convenientlyfor design purposes[9]-[12]. For exact the space-charge layer is assumed to coincide with the
solutions of the problem, numerical methods are called surrounding crystal surface..
for.
Using the continuity equationfor holes, and assuming
In the present study,
we use both approaches, and ana-that the hole-current
in the bulk is due todiffusion only,
lyse the results of a computer simulation in light of the we obtain the diffusion-equationfor steady state:
simple one-dimensional solutions.
The device considered is a p+-n mesa-structure photodiode of small dimensions, uniformly illuminated. The
diode short-circuit current
in the steady-statecomprises
where 0 denotes excess hole concentration, D,, T,, and L,
three components:
= ( D , T , ) ~ / are
~ diffusion coefficient, lifetime,and diffu1) I,,-current resulting from carrier generation inthe
sion length of holes in the n-type bulk,respectively, and
junction space-charge region.
-GL is the optical generation ratewhich is related to the
2) Ip-current resulting from generated electrons in the
incident photonflux density Fo.
p-type region, which reach the junction by diffusion.
Assuming unity quantum efficiency of the optical ex3) IN-current resulting from generated
holes in the
citation process, we may write:
n-type bulk all around and
below the device, which reach
the junctionby diffusion.
GL(x,Y,z)
Ira the case where the absorption depth is larger than the
-a(Foe-"XO)e-aX,
IyI I y m (region I)
total width of the p-type region and the underlying de= [-aFoe-"X,
Iy I > y m (region 11)
(2)
pletion region, the third current
component INis the most
significant in magnitude.As will be shown,this currentis where a denotes the absorption coefficient a t a given

T
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wavelength A. Regions I and I1 are defined in Fig. 1,and
they differ by the amountof photons absorbed in the mesa
of height X O .
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The currentreaching the junction by diffusionof holes
in the n-region maybe computed fromthe solution of (3)
as

Icol is the

total current per unit length
in the z direction,
collected by half of the infinitely long device depicted in
Fig. 1.

Y
I

111. ONE-DIMENSIONAL
APPROXIMATIONS
I

I

If one assumes (a2Ej/ay2)= 0, an assumption which is
valid far away from the mesa, and under themiddle of the
mesa in some cases (i.e., if y m is large enough), one obtains
from (3) the ordinary differential equations:

I

I

xi

Fig. 1. Schematic device structure of stripe geometry.

Since there areno changes along the z direction, (1)may
be reduced to thetwo-dimensional problem:

ax2+dy2-z
a2p

a2B

y = 0 (under the middle of the mesa)

(loa)

p

=I

-(aFoe-aXO/Dp)e-aX
(region I)
-(aFO/Dp)e-aX
(region 11).
(3)
From symmetry considerations,it suffices to find thesolution in the righthalf of the x y plane.
The boundary conditionsfor (3) are

Boundary conditions for (loa) are(4)and (6). Boundary
conditions for (lob) are(5) and (6).
The respective solutions for (loa) and (lob) are

P(0,Y) = 0,
-ym 5 y 5 y m (collection by short-circuited junction)
(4)

D"dx
P(x

1

-

x=o

= s * P(O,y),

Iy I
~ , y =) 0

$1

> y m (surface recombination)
(equilibriumdeepinthebulk)

(511
(6)

=o
(symmetry).
(73
ay y=o
In theabove, s denotes the surface-recombination velocity.
Far away from the mesa, we may assumethat thesolution is independent of y so that (3) reduces to a one-dimensional problem,the solution for which(to be derived
in the next section) may be used as a boundary condi,tion:

The function b(x), defined by the term in brackets,
which describes the behavior of the excess hole profile
with varying depth far away from the mesa, is plotted in
Fig. 2 for several values
of s. All the values of the parameters used subsequently are given in Tables I and I1 and
apply to the special case of an InSb photovoltaic diode
operated at 77 K, viewing a 2 a steradian 300 K background. For simplicity we have assumed that the total
background is absorbed asif it were monochromatic light
of wavelength 4.5 X
cm.
It is clearly seenthat (llb)coincides with( l l a ) for s
m , and x 0
0. Thus, for a thin-mesa device with severe
surface recombination, there is no lateral variation in P ,
and thereis no lateral diffusion current. The total
diffusion
current collected by the junction may then be computed
by substituting ( l l a ) in (9):

-

-

IIcol Ione-dimensional
Equation (3) as well as the boundary conditions are
linear. Thus the general solution for radiation in any
spectral rangeand intensityis constructed by superposition of monochromatic solutions. We therefore limit our
treatment to monochromatic excitation.

= qymFoe

a

an^

a

+ (l/L,)
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Fig. 3. Function f(s)of the one-dimensional solution.
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Fig. 2. Excess minority carrier profiles in the one-dimensional case with
various values of surface-recombination velocitys.
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TABLE I
Physical Parameters for InSb[131 at 77 K

i

/Symbol

Perfmeter

I

Value

~~

rp

Hole lifetime

D

Hole

diffusion coefficient

L

Hole

diffusion l e n g t h

a

Absorption coefficient

0-l

Absorption depth

0.8% 10-6sec

66 em2* sec-l
72.7x 1 0 - ~ ~ ~
4500 cm-l

2.22 x 10-4cm

TABLE I1
Physical and Geometrical Parameters Usedin the Numerical
Calculations

tn

P1-Dimensional
from eqn (11b )

II

280

’

1

I
Interpolation

Linear
Between1-Dlmensional

Solutions

Fig. 4. Definition of the region and the boundary conditions for numerical solutionof the continuity equation.

We proceed to examine the departureof the actualbehavior of the device from the one-dimensional approximation as given by (12) and its dependence on certain
parameters such asxg, s, and ym.
We observe that (llb) is the difference of two exponentials with characteristic constantsLp (diffusion length)
and 01-1 (absorption length), where 01-l is much smaller
than L, for the case of n-type InSb.The amplitudes of the
exponentials are related bythe factor:

Graphical description of f ( s ) is given in Fig. 3, from
which we observe that there aretwo critical values of s, and
we may expect a gradual change fromnegligible
a
lateral
effect corresponding to s > s2-allowing the use of (12)-to
some maximum lateraleffect corresponding to s < SI. The
~ /a, ~
values of s1 and sa are close to (D, ~ p ~and) D,
respectively.
In the next sections, we check these hypotheses by
solving (3) numerically, and observing the diffusion currents from theslopes of the solution for excess minority
carrier concentrations.

-

Equation (12) is hereafter referred to as “the one-dimensional approximation.”
For finite surface-recombinationvelocity the collected
photocurrent increases due to lateraldiffusion of photocarriers to the p-n
junction.

-

IV. NUMERICALSOLUTION
First, we confine ourselvesto a finite portionof the xy
plane, as shown in Fig. 4,and define a uniform grid of
discrete pointswith spacing h. On the new boundaries thus
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formed-a few diffusion lengths far and below the junction-we take approximations based on the one-dimensional solutions instead of the true conditions at infinity
Next, we replace (3), using finite-differences [14]-[16:,
by
Pl+l,m

+ p1,,+1 + &l,m + Qm-1

- (4

- h2aFoe-aX0e-0l.h

[- D,

+

5)

Pl,m

(region I)

DP

=

(14 1

(region 11).

h 2aFo e-al.h

-

Writing (14)for 1 = 0,1,
,N and m = 0,1,
,Q, wj?
obtain a system of linear equations witha matrix of unknowns F j m . This system has a unique solution, which
represents a samplingof the function P ( x , y ) . The system
is too large to be solved explicitly, so an implicit block.
iterative alternating-directions methodis employed, which
updates Pl,m along rows and columns, eachstep involving
the solution of a tridiagonal system by the Thomas [le]
algorithm.
Now, by numerical differentiationwe get thediffusiorl
current densities, andby integrating current densityalong
the upper boundaryof region I we compute the total
cu:r.
rent collected by the junction.All the results are per unit
stripe lengthof one sideof the device shown in Fig. 1.
A computer program to perform theabove operation5
was executed using various sets of parameters given itl
Tables I and 11. Numerical results and discussions an:
given in the next sections.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The excess hole concentration in a part of the n-regiola
near themesa edge is illustrated inFig. 5 for low, mediurrl
and high surface-recombinationvelocities. One should note
the marked decrease inexcess carrier concentration as,;
increases and thelarge gradient of 6 close to themesa edge.
Also shown in Fig. 5 are the diffusion flow lines, and thl?
lines separating theflow lines terminating in the junctiorl,
the surface, and the bulk.It is observed that not all thl?
photocarriers which diffuse fromregion I1 to region I (a;
(C)
defined inFig. 1)contribute to thecollected current, sincl:
some of them move away fromthe junction into the
bullr Fig. 5. Equi-concentration curves and flow lines near the mesa edge,
cm and y m = 50 X
cm. (a) s = 0, response is 62
where they recombine with majority carriers. As can bl? for x 0 = 1.1X
percent higher than theone-dimensional approximation. (b) s = 3 X
seen, mostof the lateraldiffusion current is collected nea r
lo4 cm s-l, response is 13 percent higher than the one-dimensional
the mesa edge. The totalcollected photocurrent was cal- approximation. (c) s = 106 cm s-l, response is practically equal to the
one-dimensional case.
culated from(9) for various valuesof the y m , s, T ~ a,, and
XO. For comparison, the one-dimensional approximatiolr
corresponding to s
a,was calculated from (12). Nor- almost linearly dependent on f ( s ) and may be approximalized results are shown graphically inFig. 6.
mately describedby a relation of the form

-

-+

VI. DISCUSSION

Icol = Io

+ A F(s) - 11 A I" + Ir,

(15)

which may beinterpreted as the sum
of a constantvertical
current IO and a lateral current proportional to V ( s )- 11.
The asymptotic behavior of the collected current, de. The parametersIO and A are dependent ondevice geommay be modeled byassuming that
picted inFig. 6 , is similar to thebehavior of f ( s ) in Fig. 3. etry. This lateral current
A plot of Icolagainst f ( s ) ,given in Fig. 7, shows that Icol h i the excess-holes profile changes gradually along the lateral

A . Effect of Surface Recombination
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Hence most of the photogenerated carriers below the
junction are collected (by (121, the collected fraction is
L,/(L,
a-1)). The lateral diffusion current reaching the
junction is much dependenton L,, which is governed by
T ~ From
.
Fig. 6 it may be concludedthat thecombination
of T, and s determines thesignificance of lateral response
to the totalcollected current.

+

\

D. E f f e c t of Mesa Height

~[cm.sec-l]

Fig. 6. Total normalized collected current as function of surface-recombination velocity for several values
of T,, and ym.

From computer solutionsfor practical mesa heights
x0
(and a hypothetical height x0 = 0 too) it was concluded
that the lateral
response is fairly insensitive to variations
in X O , while the differences inIcol due to absorption
in the
mesa of height x 0 may be calculated from the one-dimensional approximation.

E. Effect of Absorption Coefficient
The absorption depths a-l corresponding t o all the
detectable wavelengths inInSb aremuch smallerthan the
diffusion length L,, and so there is no significant change
in the lateral response for different wavelengths.
The
differences inIcol due to different absorption in mesa
the
may be calculated from the one-dimensional approximation.
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Fig. 7. Total collected current Icol versus f ( s ) includinglinear
approximation.

direction, fromthe one-dimensional profileof ( l l b ) under
the mesa to the profile of ( l l a ) far away. However, such
modeling ignores the detailed two-dimensionalflow.

B. E f f e c t of M e s a W i d t h

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Whenever the minority carrier diffusion length
is of the
same order of magnitude as the photodiode dimensions,
lateral contribution to the photosensitivity cannot
be ignored. This isespecially important in the case of imaging
arrays where the spatial distributionof the absorbed radiation must be sensed accurately in order to obtain the
correct image. Since normally most
of the radiation is absorbed close to the surface of the semiconductor it was
found, as expected,
that thesurface recombinationvelocity
will significantly affectthe lateral response. The maximum
lateral response is obtained for surface recombination
velocity s < ( D , ~ p l ) ~and
/ ~practically no lateral response
should be observed fors > D, a. This is true of course
only for the case that D,al(D,~p~)~/~
= L p a > 1,i.e. the
diffusion lengthof the minority carriersis larger than the
absorption depthof the radiation.

-

According to the approximate model proposed above,
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Nonvolatile Static Read/Write Memory CellUsing CMNOS
Structure
SUST;IMU KOIKE

Y

cell constructed with threeMOS transistors and oneMNOS tru:a- cell size, simple peripheral circuit, operation with unipolar
sistor is proposed. The MNOS transistor and one of t h e MClS
power supplies, and low standby power consumption. The
transistors involved are complementary combined to offer binal-y
states in the A-shaped I-V curve for memory operation un&!]r operation principle of the new cell is based upon an exnormal power supply. Upon power failure, the
MNOS transistor tention of the CMNOS device which we reported as a
acts as a back-up element for nonvolatility. The new cell is char- nonvolatile PROM cell in the previous paper [dl.
acterized by advantageous features such as small cell size, simplle
In the following sections, the structure andoperation
peripheral circuit, operation with a unipolar power supply low
and
principle
of the present cell will be presented together with
standby power consumption.

some preliminary experimental results.

I. INTRODUCTION
11. CELLOPERATION
TUDIES OF MNOStransistorshaveattracted
Fig. 1shows a basic circuit configuration of the proposed
much interest in the field of nonvolatile semico1:~cell.
An n-channel MNOS transistorF I , a p-channel deductor memory devices [l],especially towards nonvolati: e
pletion-mode
MOS transistor Fz, and a diode are conread/write memories (NVRWM) in these several yeas;.
nected in series.
The gate electrodesof F1 and Fz are conHowever, the applications have been limited so far only l o
nected
to
the
drain
electrodes of F2 and F1, respectively.
programmable read-only memories (PROM)
[a],because An enhancement-mode
p-channel MOS transistor F3 is
,of the slow speed (1 10 ms) in writing/erasing operatian
used
as
a
load.
The
node
T I is connected to thedigit line
and the profound degradation
of memory retention aftm
D
through
a
word
selection
transistor Fq of enhancement
frequent writing/erasing cycles (105 10 8 ) .
A
common
line
L
is
used
to applya negative pulse
mode.
Recent development by Saitoet al. (31 has offered the
for
obtaining
the
nonvolatility.
first NVRWM, of which unit cell consists of eight MO3
The operation under normal power supply is not the
transistors for static readlwriteflip-flop operation and two
same
as thatof the CMNOS PROM proposed [4] by the
MNOS transistorsas a back-up element.
present
author in spite
of the similar structure. In the
case
This paper proposes a new type of nonvolatile static
of
the
CMNOS
PROM
device,
the
A-shaped
I-V
characread/writememory cell constructedwiththreeMOS
transistors andone MNOS transistor. The proposed ce 11 teristic between T I and Tz terminals, asshown in the curve
(a) of Fig. 2, is utilized as thememorized “1”state only. In
the present NVRWM cell, however, the A-shaped-I-V
Manuscript received December 8,1976; revised February 2,1977.
characteristic is used as a bistable element which enables
The authoris with the Research Laboratory, MatsushitaElectronics
Corporation,
Takatsuki,
Osaka, Japan.
[6], [7] static
the
read/write
operation
under
the normal
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